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Dear Under Secretary Johnson and Mr. Podonsky: 

The Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (Board) has been evaluating the 
Department of Energy's (DOE) revised safety strategy for the Waste Treatment and 
Immobilization Plant (WTP) at the Hanford Site. In the revised safety strategy, DOE has 
changed the assumptions regarding the transport of a radioactive plume following a potential 
accident at the plant. The revised WTP transport analysis uses the default transporl. value for 
dry deposition velocity (1 cmlsec) that was adopted for use in DOE'S atmospheric tfispersion 
model in 2004. The Board believes this is not a reasonably conservative inputparameter for dry 
deposition velocity as specified in DOE Standard 3009, Preparation Guide for U.S. Department 
of Energy Nonreactor Nuclear Facility Documented Safety Ana lyses. Based on review of the 
pertinent literature and what the Board judges to be conservative values for particle-si;:e, wind 
speed, and surface roughness at the Hanford Site, the Board has concluded reasonably 
conservative values for dry deposition velocity for that site are 0.2 crnlsec and 0.01 crn/sec for 
coarse and fine particles, respectively. 

In a letter to you dated May 21,2010, the Board questioned the technical justification 
for using a dry deposition velocity of 1 cm/sec. The Board noted that its staff had reviewed 
published data and believed that a value between 0 cm/sec and 0.3 cm/s&c could be technically 
justified as a dry deposition velocity for aerosols at the Hanford Site. Before DOE revised the 
safety strategy, the transport analysis for WTP was based on conservative applicalions of 
dispersion models and used a dry deposition velocity of 0 cm/sec in the dose consequence 
analysis. The Board has continued its study of dry deposition velocity and believes the 
values reported above are technically defensible. The Board also believes that a 
conservative dose consequence analysis can be obtained by using a single value. for dry 
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deposition velocity by selecting the bounding value within the range between zero and the 
predicted deposition velocity for the median particle-size. The resulting single value for WTP 
would equate to a deposition velocity of 0.1 cm/sec for Hanford high-level waste. Details 
of the analyses performed by the Board's staff are contained in the enclosed report. 

Sincerely, 

Peter S. Winokur, Ph.D. 
Chairman 

Enclosure 

c: The Honorable Inks R. Triay 
Mr. Dale Knutson 
Mr. Richard H. Lagdon, Jr. 
Dr. Don F. Nichols 
Mrs. Mari-Jo Campagnone 
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Technical Basis for Estimating Depo ition Velociri s.
UBJECT: 

Hanford Site 

Abstract 

In 2006,1 the Department of Energy (DOE) established a policy of u iog a dry deposition 
velocity of 1 em/sec for determining atmospheric disrersion conditions during accident scenarios 
for safety 'lOalyses d scribed in DOE Standard 3009. DOE applies this default deposition 
velocity across the DOE complex regardless of the characteristics of the site location and 
process. Deposition velocity varies as a function of several site-specific conditions. such as win 
peed. terrain, and size of the particle or type of gas reI ased. The selection of d pcsition 

velocity can have a significant impact on calculated dose consequence to the public, which 
DOE uses to detennin the need for and safety classification of structure. , systems. and 
components. Such determinations can have a significant impact on facility design. In this paper. 
we present an analysis of dry deposition velocity predictions for aerosols at the Hanford Site. 
We show that when determining the downwind dilution factor from atmospheric dispersion 
(x/Q) , technically defensible deposition velocity for the Hanford Site can be developed by 
considering two particle-size bins for coarse and fine particles, with deposition velocities of 
0.2 em/sec, and 0.01 em/sec, respectively. One can obtain a conservative xlQ by using a single 
value for dry deposition velocity if it ranges between zero and the predicted deposition velocity 
for the median particle-size, corresponding to 0.1 em/sec for Hanford high-level waste. 

Introduction 

DOE established its default dry deposition velocity. ] em/sec. based on the work of 
Sehmel and Hodgson (1976).3 The relevant data from this paper are represented by the blue 
diamond symbols in Figure 1. This curve corresponds to a surface rougho S5 of 3 em and a 
friction velocity, U', of 100 em/sec. As seen in Figure 1, if the 1976 eurve is lIsed, sel ction of a 
dry deposition velocity of I em/sec would be a bounding value. Sehmel and Hodgson revised 

I u.s. Depanrnent of I'nergl', Memorandum for Distrihution from Dr. Incs Trial'. "Interim Guidance on Safety Integration into Early Phases of 
Nuclear l'acility Design." July 18,2006. 

.S. Department 01 Energy Swndard, DOL-STD-100SJ-Y4, Preparation Guide jur u.s. Department ojEnergr Non/eaCior Nuclear FaCility 
Documenled Saf!!t) AnalYses, Change miee 3, Washington, I) _, March 2006 
3 Sehrnel, G. A .• and Hodgson, W. H .. "j'rcdiCled Dry Depo.,ilion Velocities," pp. lSJ9-419, Almo.\pher!!-SlIIjcl( e EYchange oj Gweous PulluiClnls, 
Proceedings of J symposium held Jt Hichland, WA. Septcmber 4-6, 1974, U.S. Energy Research and Development Administration, J976, 
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their 1976 model with additional empirical data in 1978.4 Figure I also shows curves from 
Figures 6 and JO of Sehmel and Hodgson (1978) corresponding lo friction velocities, U, of 100 
em/sec (red squares) and 30 ern/sec (green triangles), re ·pectively. The actual figures from 
Sehmel and Hodgson (1976 and 1978) arc reproduced in Appendix A. 

Friction velocity is a orrelation f wind speed and surface roughness. which is provided 
by equation 2.15 of Till and Meyer's NUREG/CR-3332.5 Friction velocity is the square root of 
the ratio of shear stress from the wind on the ground to the d nsity of air. Friction velocity is a 
signifi ant factor for determining dry c1epo irion velocity. which make!l wind speed and 
aerodynamic surface roughness important meteorological [actors that influence dry depo ilion 
velocity. Using a surface rOll~hness of 3 em. which is appropriale for th Hanford landscape,6 
the wind speed for these curves corresponds to about 32 and 10 mi/hr. respectively. In Figure I, 
comparing the curve with blue diamonds and the ClI e with red squares, hieh ar under 
identical conditions, we see that the revised 1978 model pI' diets significantly lower deposition 
vel cities than the 1976 model. onsidering a wind sp ed of J0 mi/hr and a corr sponding 
friction velocity of 30 emf. ee. the d position vela ity decreases further to the value indicated by 
the curve with green triangles. 
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Figure 1. Selected deposition velocity curves from Sehmel and Hodgson (J 976, 1978). 

, Sehmcl. \r A., and Hodgson. W. fl., A Model for PrediCilng Dn DtposiliU/1 oj Panic/p.I ami Cast.1 ro Em'ironmen/al SurJC!' fl, liatlelk Pacific
 
Northwest Lahoralories, Richland. WA, I'NL SI\.6721, 197R.
 
5 Till, John L., and Meyer, H. Rohell, Radiological AI5f.ISl7wm' A ·"'.lIuook Ull Em-ironmenral Dose Analys i.l, .~ Nuclear RegulatOly
 
Commi;,sion, I F,G/CR-33\2/0J{ I. 5%8, Sepremher j tjg1.
 

6Schrnel. <i. A.. and Hodgson, W. H., A Mudd/aT' PJ{~diui'lg Dry DejJusilio/1 0/ PalliLies and Gases 10 Envirunmenlal Surj'au.I, Ballelle Pacific
 
Norlhwesl Lahoratories. Richland, WA, l'Nf -Si\-672I. 1978.
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As seen in Figure 1, dry deposition velocity varies as a function of several site-specific 
conditions such a wind speed, terrain, and ize of the particles. The remainder of this report 
focuses on developing a methodoJogy for determining a reasonably conservative input value for 
deposition velocity at the Hanford Site based on these consideration. 

Establishment of Input Parameters for Am,lyses 

Wind Speed. From our analysis of the Sehmel and Hodgson (J 976, 1978) data, we see 
that wind speed is a significant variable in determining dry deposition vel city. As wind speed 
increases, more turbulence occurs, wbich tend to increase th dry deposition velocity. DOE 
Standard 3009 tate' that X/Q values for safety classification should be determined in accordance 
with the method described in U.S. Nuclear Regularory Commission (NRC) RegulatOiy Guide 
1.145, Atmospheric Dispersion Models for Potentia! Accident Consequence Assessments at 
Nuclear Power Plants. This method produce' a single xlQ value for 95lh percentil 
meteorological conditions; this value could correspond t multiple combinations of atmospheric 
stability classes and wind speed. We can estimate an upper bound for wind spe d at the 
95

lh 
percentile meteorological conditions through equation (1), for Gaussian plume centerline 

concentration for a continuous, ground level release, without plume meander: 7 

1 
(1)u = (X)rr Q O"yO"z 

where 

u is the wind speed corresponding to 95th percentile meteorological conditions 
(Tn/sec); 

X is the atmospheric dispersion factor at 95
th 

percentile meteorological 
Q conditions without dry deposition (5/111\ 

is the horizontal dispersion c efficient for Pasquill stability class F at the site 
boundary (m); and 
is the vertical dispersion coefficient for Pasquill stability class F at the site 
boundary (m). 

(Note that wind speed. U, is n01 friction velocity. 'f.) 

Typically, wind, peds at 95 th percentile meteorological onditioIlS are low. As reported 
by Hanford meteorological stations,' wind speeds at the 200 Ar a at the Hanford Site are below 
:3 mi/hr 24-38 per ent f the lime. For the Wa 1e Treat ent and Immobilizati n Plant (WTP) at 
the Hanford Sit , several atmospheric dispersion parameters have been documented by Schulz 
and Lan i g (2009)9 The atmospheric dispersion factor at9S lh pen; mile eteorological 
conditio . will out dry deposition has been determined to be 1.52 X 1O-~ s/m3 The h· rizonlal 
and vertical dispersion coeHicicnls for PasquiIl stability class F at the site boundary (about 9.3 
km) are 277 m and 45 m, respectively. Ac ording to equation (I), wind speed corre ponding 0 

95 lh percentile meteoroJogical conclition~ althe Hanl'ord Sit i 1.7 mls or about 4 mi/hr. 

7 Turner, D. 13-. Work/7ook of Af1l10.\[Jhl!rtc Dispersion E.\fill1(!1l's: An [IJfroduCliOIJ 10 Oispersion Modeling. 2nd Edition, eRC I'[CS~. [$B I· 
56670-Q23-X. 1994. 
• Duncan, J. P., el al., Hanford Sile Naiiona/ Efll'ironmenta/ Pulicy ACI/NEPA) Cha/V.Cleri;:ation, Pacific NorthweSl National Laboratory, PNNL·
 
6415 Rev. 18, Seplember 2007.
 
"Schull.. J" and LJnning, R.. Almo.lpheric OispersirJ!7 Faclor.1 allhE' Publii BOLilldary, Bechlel Natil>1laL [uc, 245'!O-WTP·lOC-W J4T-00022,
 
June I J. 2009
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Particle Size. 0 account for the variability of deposition velocity with particle-size. we 
selected three particle-size ca es for further analysis. Th three cases repres ot particle-size 
distributions of the respirable fraction of Hanford high-level waste particles by a single-bin, two
bins, or five-bins, respectively. We present the characteristic diameters for each pani Ie-size 
case in Table I; details on how we determined Lhese values are presented in the paragraphs 
below. 

Table 1. Characteristic Diameters for Three Particle-Size Cases 

Description Single-bin Two-bin Five-bin 

Physical Size (!J.m) 2.0 0.3 3.0 0.1 0.5 J.l 2.6 5.0 

Aerodynamic Equivalent 
Diameter (l-lDl) 3.4 0.5 5.0 0.3 0.9 1.8 4.6 8.6 

Note: the aerodynamic equivalent diameter i the diameter of a sphere, with density of 
1 gm/cm1, thm has th same settling velocity due to gravity as the pa ide under con ideration. 

where 
dAW is the aerodynamic equivalent diameter of a panicle, ~m; 

dp is Stokes' diameter of a spherical particle with the same 
density and settling vel city as the particle, f,lm; and 

p is the density of the particle. gmlcm', or specific gravity (SG) x I gm/cmJ
• 

FOf the two-bin case, we selected particle-size bins that correspond LO size classifications 
of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) designation of particulate matter (PM). 
EPA slate that particle less than 10 ~m in d.iameter (PM lO) pose a health concern because they 
can be inhaled into and accumulate in the respiratory system. Panicles less than 2.5 ~m in 
diameter (PM2.:;) are referred to as fine particles and are believed LO pose the greatest health risk. 
Because of their small siLe, fine particles can lodge deeply in the lungs. The coarse particle-size 
ranoe corr . ponds to particles between 2.5 and I0 ~m aerodynamic equivalent diameter (AEO). 
the lower and upper bounds or the thoracic fraction (i.e., PM25 to PM 10). The thoracic fraction is 
the percentage of respirable particles penetrating beyond the larynx: typically this wiU represent 
particles with a mean aerodynmnic diameter of less than 10 ~m. The fine parlicle-siLe range 
corresponds to particles between 0.1 and 2.5 /lm ABO. the upper and lower bounds of the 
uttrafine and thoracic fraction (i.e., UF and PM2.S, respectively). From these particle-size 
boundaries and the definition of AED. we can determine the geometric mean of each of lhese 
pmtic1e-size fractions through equations (2) and (3). In the derivation of these equations, we 
assume that all other variables in this conversion to AED are unity (e.g., aerodynamic shape 
factor and ratio of Cunningham slip factors). 
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10 Jl.m 2.5 Jim (2)JSG",fSG 

0.5 {1m 
(3)

{SG 

where 

dcoarse	 is the characteristic particle-size corresponding to the coarse fraction of particulate 
matter b tween PM Z5 to PM 10 (fAm): 
is the characteristic particle-sift corresponding to the fin fraction of particulate 
matter between lJF to M2.S (~tm); and 

SG	 is the speci flc gravi ly of the particulate matelial. 

For WTP, an estimate for Lhe average density of Lhe Hanford waste solids is 
approximately 3 g/cm3

. Thi value is document d by Wel.ls tal. (2007).10 Using equations (2) 
and (3), we calcu)aled the characteristic particle-sizes for the coarse and fine fractions to be 
ab ut 3 Ilm and 0.3 Ilm, r spectively. 

Figure 2 shows an example of particle-size binning of coarse and fine particle WiU1 a 
specific gravity of unity" In thi example, the characteristic particle-size of the coarse fraction of 
particles is 5 ~lm, and the corresponding dry deposition velocity is about 0.4 em/sec. For the fine 
fraction of particles, th characteri ·tic particle-size i 0.5 11m, and the corre ponding dry 
deposltion velocity is about 0.03 cmls c. We note that the minimum value of dry deposition 
velocity predictions typically occurs [aT pankle sizes between O. J to 1 Ilm and, depending on the 
particle density, the characteristic diameter of the fine fraction falls between 0.1 to 0.5 11 m. 
Since the characteristic particle diameter of fine particles falls near the minimum value on the 
dry deposition velocity curve ( ee Figure I), the corresponding dry deposition velodty for the 
fine particles is a conservative value. 
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Figure 2. Example showing two particle-size bins for coarse and Cine particles with a sp cific gravity 
of unity. 

10 Wells. B. .E., el ill., Esrimare o/Han!iJrd WiLSIe InsululJle Solid Parricle-.lize an.d Dfl1sily DislTiburiol1, Battelle-Pacific Northwest Division, 
PN\I/D 3824, Richland. WA, 2007. 
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The single-bin case, however. simply utilizes the characteristic diameter corresponding to 
the median particle-size of the respirable fraction of Hanford high-level waste. In Appendix H, 
we detennined the median size of the respirable fraction to be 3.4 !Am AED. This corresponds to 
a physical diameter of approximately 2 !Am. 

The five-bin case uses the particle-size distribution of the respirable fraction of Hanford
 
high-level waste shown in Appendix B to represent five particle-size bins between 0.1 !Am and
 
10 lim AED. he characteristic diameters for each bin are geometrically centered between the
 
points on the original di tribution.
 

Terrain-Surface Roughness. DOE guidance for surface roughness height mandates 
tbe use of 3 em. We believe this value is suitable. as Sehmel and Hodgson (1978) found this 
value to be appropriate for the open topography of the Hanford Site. II Additionally, this value is 
close to the 5 em surface roughness value provided for "underdeveloped, wasteland" land use 
type in Table 2-2 of EPA-4541R-94-0l5. 12 

Staff Analysis 

rn developing the analysis approach. we initially considered the DOE methodology, 
which used the data from Sehmel and Hodgson (1976). We evaluated the more recent Sehmel 
and Hodgson (1978) data but al 0 looked beyond lhi data to determine if more recent studies 
had been performed anywh r . in industry. We found that EPA had compi ted a comprehensive 
evaluation in 1994,13 which presented everal algorithms for estimaling ry deposition velocity. 

rom the EPA evaluation, we selected 011 recommended m dello cal ulate dry deposition 
velocity for site-spe ific conditions at the Hanford Sileo We also analyzed even more recent 
NRC dat n dry deposition velocity from exp rt licitation. We c mpar d the NRC data again t 
the model we select d for calculating dry deposition velocity to further assess the 
appropriateness of using this mod] [or the Hanford Site. Lastly, we c mpared our calculations 
of dry dep sit jon velocity against the deposition velocity determined using in situ data collected 
following an accidental release at the Hanford Site in 1985. 

ehmel and Iodgson Research Papers. As wind speed increases. m re turbulence 
occurs, which tends to increase ury uepositjon velocity. As previou ly determined, the 
appropriate wind speed for tbe 95111 percentile meteorological conditions at the Hanford Site 
would be abOlll4 milhr. The lowest wind speed prest:nted by Sehm I and Hodgson (1976, and 
1978) corre pond to the lowest friction velocity of 30 em! cc. The wind speed at this friction 
velocity for Hanford Site conditions is aboLlt 10 mi/hr. We note that the Sehmel and Hodgson 
(197~) wind spe d of 10 mi/hr (30 em/sec friction velocity) will bias the deposition velocities 
higher than would be calculated using the 95 th percentile meteor logy. 

Nonetheless, referring to Figure I, the green triangle curve (wind speed of 10 mi/hr) 
shows thal 0.03 em/sec would be a lower-bound deposition verocity. Using the characteristic 
particle-sizes for the coarse and fine fractions of the two-bin particle-sile case (about 3 !..tm and 

II Sel1rneJ, G. A., and Hodgson, W. H., A Mode! jor Predicring Dry DeposiriolJ (if Panicles and Gases 10 Environ/11mla/ Surfaces. 13allelle Pacific 
Northwest LaboratoflL's, Richland, WI\. PNL-SA-672I. 1970 
12 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Dl'velopmenr and T~sling ofa DJ)' DepUlirJOn Algurirhm (Revised), Office of Air Quality Planning anct 
Standards, EPA-454fR-94-0 IS; Research Triangle Palk >C, t994. 
13 [bid. 
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0.3 ~m, respectively), one could reasonably select a deposition velocity of 0.03 em/sec for fine 
particle fractions and 0.3 crn/sec for coarse particle fractions. 

Environmental Protection Agency Algorithms. EPA perform d a statistical 
ass ssment of several algorithms for estimating dry deposition velocity.14 Of tbe ten algorithm 
variants analyzed, EPA concluded that three models-·the Urban Air hed Model (UAM 2), the 
Acid Deposition and Accident Model (ADOM 1), and the California Air Resources Board Model 
(CARB 3)-appear to have one or more performance characteristics that make them superior to 
the rest of the models. After examining these three models, we foclIs d our analysis on the 
CARR 3 model, because it is based on a model originally develop d by Sehm I and Hodgson 
( (978) and Sehmel (1980).1.5 

Using the method described in section 2.1.2 of EPA-454/R-94-0 15. we determined the 
dry deposition velocities Llsing CARB 3. This allowed us to determine dry deposition velocity 
for conditions specific to the Hanford Site and beyond the conditions in the Sehmel and 
Hodgson (1976, and 1978) data. For example, we determined the dry deposition velocity at a 
wind speed of 4 mi/hr surface roughness of 3 cm, particle den. ity of 3 g/cm3 and particle-sizes 
of 3 [Am and 0.3 fAm. To ensure we performed the calculations appropriately, we bench marked 
our calculation against published EPA result under identical conditions as shown in Appendix 
C, Figure C-2. The results we obtained agreed with the EPA data, and w concluded that th 
CARB 3 equations were properly transcribed and implemented. 

Table 2 shows th results of our CARB 3 cal ulations for the particle-siz cases 
consid red in our analysL. In Appendix C. w provide details on the input paramet rs llsed in 
these calculations. Under th c c nditions, the selection of atmospheric stability has only a 
minor effect Oil the values obtained. The results show a wide variati n in deposition vel city 
with particle-size. For example the two-bin model has deposition velocities of 0.2 cnllsec and 
0.01 cm/s c for the coarse and fine fraction. respectively. For the single-bin mod I, we obtained 
a deposition velocity of 0.1 cm/s c. For example. the two-bin model has depo 'ition velocities or 
0.2 ern/sec and 0.01 em/sec for the coarse and fine fractions, respectively. Appendix B exp ains 
how the weight fraction ass iuted with each paJlicle-~iz bin was determined from the parricJe
, ize distribution of the respirable fra tion f Hanford high-level waste. In Figure -I, for 
example. about 40 weight percent of the particles are helow 2.5 [Am AED. 111erefore, in the 
two-bin model we lise 60 weight percent and 40 weight percent for coarse and fine particles. 
respectively. 

H u.s Environmental Protection Agency, Dl'vl'lopmem allIi Tn/ing ofe Dry Deposir/ol1 Algor/Jiun (Revised), Office of Air Quality Planning and
 
Standards. f::PA-454/R-94-015, Researcll Trian~le Park, NC, 1994.
 
15 Sehmd, G. A., "'Punicle and Ga, Dry J)epo,ilion: A Review," Almmphn/c Eny/ronmel1l. Volume 14, pp. 983-1011,1980.
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Table 2. CARB 3 Predicted Range of Deposition Velocity (em/sec) for Wind Speed of 4 mi/hr 

DOE No Two-bin
Single

De ripti n Default Deposition (coarse Five-bin
-bin

Vallie Velocity and fine) 

Physical size (ltm) n/a nJa 2.0 0.3 3.0 0.1 0.5 1.1 2.6 5.0 
Aerodynamic 
equivalent diameter 
(~lm) n/a nla 3.4 0.5 5.0 0.3 0.9 1.8 4.6 8.6 

Weight fraction of 
respirable particles nla 1.0 1.0 0.4 0.6 0.02 0.07 0.35 0.45 0.11 

CARB 3 d po. ilion 
velocity (cm/sec) 1.0 0 0.1 0.01 0.2 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.1 0.4 

Note: nla =not applicable 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission xpert Elicitation. In it: report NUR GICR-6244,16 
the NRC d cuments an exp rt elicitation of dry depo ilion velocity data for the purpose of 
obtaining probability distriburions for use in the MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System 
(MACCS) atmospheric di per ion code. The NRC experts were asked to provide thr e 
percentil value _sth, soth, and 9S th-from lhe umulative distribution function for the dry 
deposition velocity. The pr bability distributions produced by the NRC consist of expert data on 
dry deposition for a number of wind speed , particle-sizes, and ecological conditions. Figures 3 
and 4 provide the results of this effort for eight expert responses at the median and lower Slll 

percent quantiles, respcc ively, over a 0.1 to 10 ~m paJ1icle-size range at a wind speed of 4.5 
mi/hr and a surface roughness of 5 em. For comparison purposes, the figures also show the 
CARE 3 predictions for deposition velocity und r the same conditions. The SOth perc nt quantile 
would represent the median value of expert opinions, indicating confidence that the value 
specified would be not be exceeded 50 percent of the time. The lower Sth percent quantile would 
represent tbe reasonably conservati e value expect d according to DOE Standard 3009, whicb 
would not be xceeded 95 p rcent of the time. 

The results show thal the CARB 3 model produces results that are within th range of 
median values from the NRC xpert elicitation and above (less conservative than) the lower 5lh 

percent quantile data. This indicates that the CARB 3 model is more representative of median 
than of the lower St11 perc nt quantile values for deposition velocity. If we were to use solely the 
expert elicitation data as presented. tbe deposition velocity selected for the Hanford Site would 
be lower than ultimately b licvcd to he a reasonably bounding value. The NRC constrained this 
expert elicitation to spherical particles with a specific gravity ot unity (density = Ig/cm\ For 
this reason, direct use of the NRC expert elicitation data is limited to low-densiy particulate 
relea es. Because of this limitation, we do not believe it is appropriate to u e the (ower Sth 
percent quantile data from NRC as a reasonably conservative input value. Th data do support 
thut th dry d po iti n velocity predicted by CARB 3 should not be exee ded when 011 i 
d termining a reasonably conservative value. Accordingly, we will r lyon the calculations from 
the CARB 3 model even lhough it appears to be m re representative of ledian valu s of dry 
deposition velocity based on the expert elicitation data. If NRC rclea es an updated correlation 

1611arper, F T, Hora, S. C, Young, M. I.., Miller, L A.. Lui. C. H., McKay, M. n.. I rellon, J. C, GOlJssens, L. H. J., Cooke., R. M., Pasler
Sauer, J.. Kraan, B. C. P.• and Jones J. A., ProbaZ,ili,ric ACcid~(lf COnJequence U/lcf'rlCiinryAssfSsmelll: Dispe"ioll cmd Depo,ilioll Uncerraillry 
A,m,meIJI.NUREG!C'R·6244, f,UI< lS8SS_N.SAN'rJ94·1451. vors. 1-3. 1994 
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for dry deposition data at different probability quantiles that considers particle density, we would
 
reconsider this choice.
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Figure 3. Comparison of CARB 3 deposition velocity calculations and NRC xpert elicitation data 
corresponding to median quantiJes at a wind speed of 4.5 mi/hr and surface roughness of 5 em. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of CARB 3 deposition velocity calculations and NRC expert elicitation data 
corresponding to lower 5 percent quantile at a wind speed of 4.5 mi/hr and surface roughness of 
5 em. 
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Comparison of Results from Accidental Release. In thi section we compare measur d 
deposition velocities from a 1985 accident with the CARB 3 model predictions. We present a 
description of the data in Appendix D and the CARB 3 inputs for this scenario in Appendix C. 
Using the CARB 3 model, we predict a deposition velocity of 0.1 em/sec for the median value of 
respirable particles for th Hanford tank waste, approximately 3.4 ~m AED. The predicted value 
corresponds well wiLh the measured value of O. I5 em/sec from the 1985 release. However, 
investigators used analysis of samples taken from snow several days after the release to calculate 
the mea tired deposition velocities, and Lhe size/density of the released particles is unknown. 
Redistribution of contaminated snow due to drifting and corrtiogling with background 
contamination could I ad to uncertainty in the results. or these reasons, we consider the 1985 
deposition velocity data to be interesting but on]/ circumstantial. 

Discussion. Using the MACCS 2 atmospheric dispersion code ancl 2004 Hanford Site 
meteorological data, we compare the resulting 95 percent quantile X/Q for each panicle-size case 
and for the DOE default deposition velocity and zero deposition velocity. Table 3 presents these 
data for a downwind distance of 9.0-9.5 km. which is near the Hanford Site boundary. 17 Using a 
single value for depo. ition velocity of 1 em/sec with plume meander, we find that the 95 p rcent 
quantile X/Q near the site boundary is approximately 2.47 x 10-6 s/m:!. With no deposHion (i.e., 
zero deposition velocity). this value is 1.23 x 10-5 s/m1

. The. ere ults are con j tent with the 
estimates from WTP analysts Shultz and Lanning (2009).18 

In Tab! 3, we also compare the X/Q for the undeplet d plume (i.e., zero deposition 
velocity) with the depleted plume values (i.e.. with particle deposition). From these dt ta, we s e 
tbat near the Hanford Site boundary, the DOE default vallie reduces the X/Q by a factor of about 
5.1 relatjve to the zero deposition velocity case. The single-bin. two-bin, and fiv -bin 
particle-size cases reduce the X/Q by a factor of about 1.3 relative to the z ro deposition velocity 
c s . In addition, the two-bin, and five-bin particIe-siz cases show a slightly greater reduction 
in X/Q r lative to the single-bi! ca. e. We postulaL that the reason for this behavior is that 
MACCS2 is apturing the d position of coarse particles closer to the sour e I cation, r . ulLing in 
a lightly greater a aunt of plume depletion. Since the two-bin and five-bin particle-size cases 
show nearly identical behavior, we conclude u ing two particle-, ize bins f r coarse and fine 
panicles, respectively, is sufficient to capture plume depletion mechanisms and leads to a 
re' sonably conservative input value for accident scenario analyses. 

L tly, if we divide the airborne and ground radionuclid concentrations calculat d from 
MAC S 2, we can determine an overall dry dcp ~ilion velocity. These data are also hown in 
Table 3. and indicate that the overall deposition v locities for the two-bin and flv -bin 
particle- iz cases are lightly larger than the. ingle-bin ca e. For all particl -size cases, the 
overall dry depo ilion velocity is approximately 0.1 em/sec, which is about an order of 
magnitude lower than the DOE default value of 1cm/sec . 

•7 Schulz, J., and Lanning. R., A/mospheric Di.\persion FaCIo,..\" UI/he PuNic Boundar), BechLeI National, Inc, 24590-WTp·ZOC-W J4T-00022,
 
Jum; JJ. 2009.
 
IS Ibid.
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Table 3. Comparison f 95 Percent xlQ. Ratio of UndepleLed to Depleted xi , and Overall Dry 
Deposition Velocity Calculated fr m MACCS 2 Data Using 2004 Hanford Site Meteorological 
Data for a Downwind Distance of 9.0-9.5 kIn 

DOE No Two-bin 
Description Def- ult Deposition Single-bin (Coarse & ive-bin 

Value Velocity Fine) 

xlQ (s/l11') 2.47 x 10-6 1.26 X 10-5 9.81 X 10.6 9.56 X 1O·6 9.56 X 10-6 

(Undepicted XIQ) 1 
(depleted XIQ ) 5.10 1.00 1.28 1.32 1.32 

Overall deposition 
velocity (em/sec) 1.0 0 0.10 0.10 0.10 

Conclusion. The selection of deposition velocity can have a significant impact on 
calculated dose con equences to the publ ie, which DOE uses t determine Lhe af ty 
classification of struclUres. systems, and components. We found tbat using tbe CARB 3 m del 
for predicting dry dep sjuon velocities is technically defen ible. We presenled methods for 
determining input values for the CARS 3 model based on site-specific condition at the Hanford 
Site for wind-sp ed, surface rouohness, and particle-size. From 0 r analyses. we found lha 
when determining xJQ a lechni ally defensible dero ilion velocity for Hanf rd high-level waste 
can be d rived by considering two particle-size bins for coarse and fine particles, wirh deposition 
velocities of 0.2 c /s c and 0.01 cm/ c for each bin, resp ctively. How ver, one can gain 
additional accuracy by performing the MAC S2 simulations with more than two particle-size 
bins. Alternatively, one can obtain a conservative x/Q by 1I in a single value for dry deposition 
v locity if il range betw n zero and the CARB 3 predicted depo ition v I city for lhe median 
particle-size, corresponding to 0.1 em/sec for Hanf rd high-level waste. 
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Appendix A 

Deposition Velocity Curves from Sehmel and Hodgson (1976, 1978) 

Figure 1 in the main body of this report replicates the curves in Figures A-l to A-3 with a 
surface roughness of 3 cm, which is appropriate for th Hanford Site. We highlighted the 
replicated eurv s by the addition of green lines to the original figures. 
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Figure A-I. 0 position velocity vs. particle diameter from Sehmel and Hodgson (1976) 
(friction velocity, U, of 100 em/sec). 
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Appendix B 

Estimate of Particle-Size Distribution in the Respirable Fraction for Hanford Tank Waste 

We determined the median value by nc ting that 241 Am dominates the dose consequenc s 
to the public from airborne releases of Hanford high-level waste. This isotope exists 
predominanUy in the solid phase. For these solid particles that precipitated intank as a result of 
neutralization, actinide chemists have sh wn that the actinide have a tendency to ither adsorb 
on the surface of particles or coprecipitatc throughout the matrix of the waste solids. 19 Hanford 
tanks SY-102 and TX- 118 are exceptions to this statement as they contain plutonium species 
from the Hanford Plutonium Finishing Plant (PFP). Since actinides do not typically exist as 
discrete particles, their density is not relevant to this calculation. Hanford scient.ists estimate 
3 g/em' as the average density of the Hanford wa te solids. We convert the particle-size and 
density distribution of the Hanford waste solids from Wells et a1. (2007) 20 to AED by 
multiplying the diameter of the solids by the square root of this density. We assume that all 
other variables in thi conversion to AED are unity (e.g., aerodynamic shape factor and ratio of 
Cunningham slip factors). in addition. accident analysts account for the respirable fraction in 
modeling the initial release, so we can discount the fraction of particles greater than 10 !Am AED. 
This produces a median AEO e. timate of about 3.4 Ilm. Figure B-1 show the partick-siz 
distribution of the respirable Hanford solids on an AED basis. 
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Figure B-1. Estimate of article-size distribution in the respirable fraction for Hanford high
level waste. 

19 Hobbs. D. T.. "PreCipitation of Uranium and Plutonium from Alkaline SaIL Solutions," Nuclear Technology. Vol. 129. 103-112, OClober J999 
cO Wells, n. E, et aJ., £;-rimale of Hanford WaSle /molublf' Solid Pai'licLe-si~e and Densil)' Dislrihuliol1. Battelle-Pacific Northwest Division, 
PNWD-3824, Richland. WA, 2007. 
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Appendix C 

CARB 3 Calculation Details for Deposition Velocity Modeling at the Hanford Site 

This appendix establishes the input parameters specific to the Hanford Site for the 
CARB 3 model. We estimated the Monin-Obukhov mixing length based on Pasquill 
atmospheric stability criteria a' shown in Figure C-l. For each range of Monin-Obukhov mixing 
lengths at a surface roughness of 3 em, we selected the midpoint value for our analysi . We 
selected the leaf area index (LAI) as 0.1, which corresponds to the' desert shrubland" category 
for all conditions with ut snow in Table 2-5 of EPA-4541R-94-01SY 
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For modeling the conditions sp cific to the 1985 accidental r lease at the Hanford Site, 
we made several changes. For example, we used values from Stupka et aJ. (1986), wh..ich states 
thal the wind. pee during the 1985 accidental release al the Hanford Site was approximately 
3 mi/hr.23 From temperature profile measurements, they detennined that the almosph re near the 
ground (under 30m) was unstable, and they used Pasquill cia ses A and B [0 model the 
dispersion near the point of r I a'e. They modeled atmospheric di p r 'ion at distance far from 
the point of release with Pasquill classes C and D, as til yexpect d the plume to rise above 30 III 
and into a more stable atmospheric zone. Lastly, we selected an LAI of 0.05, which corresponds 
to the "desert shrubl.and'· category for all conditions with snow in Table 2-5 of EPA-454/R-94

II U.S. Environmental Protection Agcncy, Development and Tnling ufa Dry DI'[Jostlion Algorithm (Revised). Office of Air Quality Planning and 
Standards, EPA-454fR-94-015. Resear'ch Tri,mgle Park, NC, 1994. 
:':: Napier B. A. Slrenge, D. L.. Ramsdell, J. V. Jr, Eslinger. 1'. W, and Fosmjrc C .I., GENU Vasion 2 Sofr.1-·are Design DOCUIIJPnJ, Pacific 

nrthwest National l.aboratory, P L·145g4, Richland. WI\. 2004. 
13 Stupka, R. C. Kephart, (,.... and Rittm~mn, 1'. D. EnvironmenTal Conuuninmi!m from a Ground-Level Releasp of Fis,'ion Products, 
DOEfNRC Nuclear Air Cleaning Confercnce. RIIO-QA SA-2S p. Seattle, 'i • August 17. '1986. 
24 U.S. Envjronmental Protection Agency, DevelopmenT ami TI'51ing ofa Dry Depositiun Algorithm (J{evised), Office uf Air Quality Planning and 
Standards, EPA-454/R-<J4-015, Re,earch Triangle Parle, NC'. 1994. 
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CARB 3 Calculation Benchmark 
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Figure C-2. Benchmarking of calculations by the Board', taff against reo ults of PA 
deposition velocity pr diction methods outlined in Figure D-1 of EPA-454/R-94-0IS. 

The staff calculations are overlaid on the original figure from the EPA report. 
Calculation conditions are a fri 'lion velocity 01'10 c /sec, urface roughn 5S of 10 em, I af 
area index (LAn of 1.0, densily of 1 g/cm), and neutral atmospheric lability. Our 
calculations are shown by the blue rriangl and red squares, while the EPA resu Its are shown 
by the black lines. We find that our re L111· grce with the EPA data indicating that the 
CARB equations were properly transcribed an implemented. 
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Appendix D 

Analysis of Deposition Velocities-1985 Accidental Release at the Hanford Site 

Stupka et a1. (] 986)25 document an accidental release of radioactive aerosols that 
occurr d at the Hanford Site in 1985. The purpose of their report wa to estimate the source term 
of the release and the potential dose to t11e public. The release was estimated to have occurred 
from 1 p.m. through 3 p.m. on Friday, January I l, 1985. By 3:30 p.m., investigators had 
determined the airborne contamination by analyzing the first of the air sampler systems. 
Hanford workers analyzed several additional air ampler systems to detennine the concentration 
of airborne radionucJides. Additionally, they determined the level of ground contamination by 
taking samples of the snow near the air sampling stations. The investigator took snow samples 
on the Monday following the incident, January 14. 1985. They took the surface samples across a 
1 01

2 area and took care not to disturb the, oil under the snow so as to avoid cross-contamination. 
With these data, Stupka et aJ. (1986) determined deposition vel city for the 1985 incident using 
equation 0-1 . 

- csurfaceVd- (0-1)
X·tsample 

where 
i the deposition velocity (cml ec); 
is the surface oncenlration from the snow (Ci/cm2

); 

X is the average airborne activity from the air sampler, (Ci/cm\ and 
tsample is the air sampling time (sec). 

Using thi equation, an analyst can calculate the deposi[jon velocity directly f om measured or 
known dar. Stupka et al. (1986) estimated the deposition velocity to be 0.15 em/sec. 

',) Stupka. R. C, Kephart, G. S., and Ritlmann, P. D, Environmental COlllilnzinarionfrom a Cround-uvel Release oj Fission Producrs, 
DOElNRC Nuclear Air Cleaning Conference, RHO-QA~Si\~251', Seallle, WA. AuguSl 17, 1986 
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